NetScore Jet
Connector for NetSuite
Benefits
Supports Various Types
and Variations of Product
Exports to Jet

Items in NetSuite are exported to Jet. This makes it easier for the customer
to update or create their product catalog in Jet

Improves Real-time
Synchronization of Inventory
Levels and Pricing

Levels of inventory in Jet are consistently updated with current levels of
inventory in NetSuite. This ensures that orders placed in Jet are fulfilled

Import Near Real-time
Jet Orders and Manage them
within NetSuite

Easily imports all orders placed on Jet into NetSuite. A new customer is
automatically created in NetSuite if a matching one is not found

Streamlines Fulfillment
Process from NetSuite

As orders in NetSuite are fulfilled, transactions of this fulfillment are
automatically exported to Jet so that the customer has full visibility into
current status of available orders

Manage Cancellations, Returns
and Refunds within NetSuite
and Send Status Updates to Jet

Easily tracks product return requests from customers and automatically
updates tracking details from NetSuite to Jet
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Features
Real-time Dashboard Analytics
Delivers real-time dashboard analytics for NetSuite enabling improved review of sales reports.

Exports Items from NetSuite to Jet
items in NetSuite will be exported to Jet. This makes it easier for the customer to update or create their product
catalog on Jet.

Export Levels of Price to Jet
Item prices in Jet are consistently and continuously updated with item rates from NetSuite. This reduces the
tedious process of updating prices in both platforms.

Import Returns from Jet to NetSuite
Can easily track product return requests from customers and automatically update the tracking details from
NetSuite and Jet.

Real-time Item Synchronization
Provides real-time item and inventory level synchronization between NetSuite and Jet.

Export Levels of Inventory to Jet
Item prices in Jet are consistently and continuously updated with the current levels of inventory in NetSuite.
This ensures that orders placed on Jet are fulfilled.

Import Customers and Sales Orders
Easily import all orders placed in Jet into NetSuite. A new customer is automatically created in NetSuite if a
matching one is not found.

Export Fulfilments to Jet
As orders in NetSuite are fulfilled, the transactions of this fulfillment are automatically exported to jet so that the
customer has full visibility about the current status of available orders.
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